ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Significant changes in the global society are caused by rapid development of the Internet and the digital information revolution, ranging from the influence on the world economy to the way people nowadays communicate. Broadband communication networks and multimedia data available in a digital format (images, audio, video) opened many challenges and opportunities for innovation [1] .
History of digital watermarking is associated since its inception to the protection of copyright [2] . Digital watermarking has been discovered for protecting digital media from tampering and enforcing digital copyright protection [3] .
During these last years, the numeric watermarking signal spilled a lot facing the strong industrial demand concerning the protection of the intellectual property. The watermarking reveals the possibility to use the audio signal as a support of communication. In order to tackle the problem of unauthorized copy and distribution of digital audio data, watermarking systems are employed to insert copyright data into the audio stream [4] .
Otherwise, the increasing developments of the exchanges of audio files under numeric format as preserving its resonant quality gave birth to the action of the pirates. For this fact, the watermarking has been proposed as a solution to the problems of piracy.Audio watermarking was proposed as a potential solution; this technique consists in inserting in the audio signal a mark into the signature, inaudible and undetectable. Since it is extended to new domains of application, the watermarking system is seen as a chain of communication: the audio signal (signal of music for a quality CD) is susceptible to carry binary, inaudible and indelible information. Digital watermarking is the process of embedding or inserting a digital signal or pattern in the original data, which can be later used to identify the author's work, to authenticate the content and to trace illegal copies of the work. The inserted binary information is characterized by a debit and a reliability of detection, which one wishes the most elevated possible. A watermarking system must make objectives of the satisfy with performances, defined in terms of debit and binary success rate (BER) and of hardiness to the classic distortions, such of the operations of compression -reconstruction or conversions analogical/numeric [5] . Such a chain of communication also benefits to the emitter of the knowledge of the signal support, in which is drowned the watermark information [6] . To reach optimal performances, the emitter must be adapting to the signal support rather than the receptor to annul its effects. Therefore we focused our attention on the strategy of insertion [7] , aiming to choose an adapted watermarking, reconciling distortion perceptually and reliability of detection.
This article presents in the first part a watermarking system, which is the basis of our work. The different watermarking techniques are presented in the second part, finally results of implementation of watermarking system are explained in the third part.
WATERMARKING SYSTEM
The watermarking system can be defined as a bruited chain of communication. Indeed, the watermarking is the signal to transmit and the audio signal is considered as a noise [8] . From the watermarking system represented by the figure1, three stages of the communication chain can be dedicated: the emitter that is the seat of the insertion of information, the channel and the receptor which are the seat of the detection. The signal modulated ( ) v n is got by concatenation of a continuation of Sm vectors, the continuation of the indications m is being characteristic of the transmitted symbols (binary Nbsupletses). Every vector Sm is chosen among a dictionary of S. broadcast. The modulated signal is put spectrally in shape by a ( ) H f filter, this filtering has for objective to adapt the spectral density of power of v to a doorstep of masking. The watermark signal is finally got by temporal summons between the audio signal ( ) x n and the signal put in ( ) t n shape [4] .The audio signal faces two shapes of disruption; the first is an operation of compression -reconstruction, achieved by a MPEG coder. The second is a desynchronized operation achieved by the transmission via an analogical line between two PCs.
The received signal ŷ y b = + is submitted to a filtering of Wiener that whitens the audio signal and estimates the signal modulev . Finally the detection of information is achieved by calculation of the cross-correlation between the signal and the vectors of a receipt dictionary, identical to the dictionary of broadcast.
Emitter
Information to give out is supposed to be a sequence of L binary M -Uplet noted under vectorial T [9] . The time bit b T is bound to the frequency of sampling of the audio signal by the following relation:
Where there is the number of the signal samples ( ) x n during which one transmits a bit of information. So, the transmission debit is defined by:
The modulated signal ( ) v n is put then in shape by an autoregressive filter of answer in homogeneous to a spectral density of power (DSP), descended of a psychoacoustic analysis of the audio signal. This doorstep establishes the limit frequencies to satisfy by the DSP of a signal that one would wish to add to the audio signal without misleading auditory deterioration. The ( ) H f filter of formatting is conceived. Therefore, the DSP of the watermarking signal ( ) t n , resulting of the filtering of ( ) v n by ( ) H f , coincides with the doorstep of masking. Its implementation requires a modulated signal ( ) v n of power unit.
The audio watermark signal ( ) y n is got then by simple addition between the audio signal ( ) x n and the watermarking signal ( ) t n .
( ) ( ) ( ) y n x n t n = +
Channel
The channel is the seat of the disruptions brought to the audio watermark signal ( ) y n .It drives to the damaged audio watermark signal ( ) y n . In the particular case of a MPEG compression or operation of filtering, does it drag the suppression of the pass and the high frequencies of ( ) y n .
Receptor
The recuperation of the watermarking signal from the audio watermark signal exploits a filtering of Wiener. This filter achieves the equating of the channel and the scalding of the noise therefore, i.e. of the music signal [10] .
The inversion of the channel takes place in recalculates H filters from the watermark signal. Thus, it exploits the psychoacoustic model and must be determined on identical windows of analysis to those of ( ) H f therefore of size HG N . While making the hypothesis that ) (n y has not been disrupted too much by the operation of compression-decompressioni.e. that ) ( ) ( n y n y ≅ , one has:
The audio signal ( ) x n not being known at the time of the receipt phase, one estimates the ( ) G f filters and ( ) H f respectively byˆ( ) G f , filter whitening of the signal ˆ( ) y n andˆ( ) H f constructs from the doorstep of masking associated to ˆ( ) y n .
TECHNIQUES OF WATERMARKING
The techniques of watermarking, knew a very important development these last years in order to protect the intellectual property of the documents. Two techniques of modulations have been considered: the technical CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and the modulation of symbols (MS) to display the specter.
CDMA modulation allows several users to share the same transmission channel, in a simultaneous way. The technique of CDMA modulation will be the most adapted technique to the watermarking system. It permits to improve the performances of the system in different debits. This technique is clean to the numerical communications. The second modulation for the display of the specter is the modulation of symbols. It consists in associating an m -uplets to a unique element of the dictionary. This dictionary is constituted then of M=2m forms of waves chosen the some to the other to optimize the detection by the calculation of the interrelationship. To satisfy the setting in oeuvre of the formatting filtering, these shapes of wave will be of power unit.
The call of the psychoacoustic is necessary in a watermarking system to establish the conditions of inaudibility of the transmission and the choice of the pace from what is constructed the modulated signal. The psychoacoustic becomes attached to modulate the human auditory system and the perception of the sound. This property consists in modifying the DSP of the code originally white in order to make it correspond to the pace of the psychoacoustic model chosen to guarantee the inaudibility. The objective of this idea is to present the inherent properties of masking to the human ear which will be used for the realization of the formatting. The psychoacoustic auditory model is an algorithm to imitate the Human Auditory System (HAS).
HAS is sensitive to a very wide dynamic range of amplitude and frequency. It is also very sensitive to additive random noise. Moreover it is difficult to reach any type of audio signal through the properties of the HAS.
RESULTS
The numeric conception of a watermarking system in real time under MATLAB permits to have a better analysis and development for the studied watermarking chain. Indeed, the numeric implementation under Matlab of a watermarking interface leads to the following stages:
• Calculation of the masking doorstep.
• The modulation of the signal.
• The calculations of the formatting filter coefficients ( ).
• The last stage that consists to the formatting to have a watermark signal.
We are more especially interested by two psychoacoustic models: the first is described by Leandro D.C.T Gomes and the second by Ricardo. A. GARCIA.
Psychoacoustic Model

Model of Garcia
The psychoacoustic model of Garcia is a version of the model n°2 of MPEG. Garcia proposed to calculate the doorstep of masking on the critical strip scale to respect to best the physiology of the auditory perception. The DSP of the audio signal is transposed in the scale of Bark by integration of the power in every coins strip. The unique display function is applied for the modeling of the effects of masking of the membrane basilar. A transfer downwards of the found doorstep must be made with a G α parameter. The optimal choice of this transfer parameter will give us the most effective model. For fixed to -45 dB, we get the doorstep of masking presented in the figure 3. 
Model of Leandro
The model of Leandro is a version simplified of the model n°1 of MPEG whereas the DSP of the audio signal is decomposed in 4 coins strips. Indeed, in each of these coins strips, the DSP undergoes a dynamic compression, an operation of convolution by unique function of display (without distinction of tonality of the components) then a smoothing. The doorstep got there after translated to get a report of power between the doorstep of masking and the acceptable audio signal (RMS). This RMS influences the conditions of inaudibility.
This transfer (in the spectral domain) is programmed. It takes a factor of gain in the temporal domain. Thus, this doorstep offers the advantage of a very weak complexity of calculation (by report notably in the MPEG model).
Figure 2.Leandro algorithm
The curve of the masking doorstep is displaced downwards of a parameter fixed a priori to -10 dB. This parameter can be adjusted according to the power of watermarking desired. An optimal choice of this parameter will guarantee us a model more effective psychoacoustic. 
CDMA Modulation
We studied two techniques of modulations that are used in the watermarking chain to know the CDMA and the MS. The survey of the cost in terms of time of calculation shows that the CDMA modulation is the best. The techniques of CDMA modulation are the most adapted techniques to the watermarking system. They permit to improve the performances of the system for transmission debits.
We deduct that the technique of simultaneous modulation CDMA presented in the table1 is more reliable at the time of the transmission of information on the watermarking chain. The encoding technique chosen uses a single code to insert a binary message. The positive version of the code is used to convert the bit 1 and the negative version is used to represent the bit 0. Figure 5 illustrates this type of coding. While examining all these results, we can conclude that the watermarking system implemented following the different sections of modulation is more robust and reliable.
Detection
The phase of demodulation and decision is based on a correlation detector: to determine the similarity between information received and watermark forms taken by the tattoo at the reception. For Wiener filtering, these forms are the elements of the emission dictionary while for the whitening filter, we need to calculate a dictionary of receipt by filtering emission dictionary with filters in the chain like ( ) H f and ( ) G f .Then, the receiver calculates the correlation between the signals received on windows of size N S symbol times, and each element of the dictionary. After that, we choose among the M correlation values obtained the greatest. The transformation involving a symbol to an element of the dictionary is bijective so it is possible to determine the symbol associated with the chosen dictionary. We rebuilt the sequence of symbols received. The probability of transmission error chain is thus given as the ratio of the number of errors per symbol in the sequence of symbols emitted and the received sequence, and the number of symbols transmitted.
CONCLUSION
In order to improve the watermarking chain we have implemented two psychoacoustic models existing in the literature to know those of Leandro and Garcia and two techniques of modulation to study its performances to know the CDMA and the MS. The results of simulations using the models of Garcia and Leandro showed that the simultaneous modulation CDMA is the most reliable at the time of the transmission of information.
Our work puts in relief four constraints for the conception of the watermarking system that also define the notion of performance of the system: the transparency of insertion of the watermarking, the transmission reliability, the transmission debit and the time of calculation to assure the implementation in real time.
